LANL Hydrogeology - Drilling Fact Sheets and Location Maps

From the Electronic Public Reading Room located on the internet at http://eprr.lanl.gov/oppie/service, the following fact sheets provide the stratigraphy and well construction as-built details to allow the contractor to determine the difficulty of installing wells and other holes across LANL.

1. Fact Sheets for CdV-9-I(i), ESHID-600226
2. Fact sheets for CdV-16-4ip, LA-UR-10-06159
3. Fact sheets for CdV-37-li, LA-UR-10-00193
4. Fact Sheets for CrEX-1, ESHID-60018 (not on map)
5. Fact Sheets for Chromium Corehole 1, ESHID-600074 (not on map)
6. Fact Sheets for Chromium Corehole 2, ESHID-600225 (not on map)
7. Fact Sheets for Chromium Corehole 3, ESHID-600158 (not on map)
8. Submittal of the Fact Sheets for Chromium Corehole 4 and for Chromium Corehole 5, ESHID-600385 (not on map)
9. PCI-2 well construction diagram and well summary data sheets, LA-UR-09-02847
10. Fact sheets for R-3, LA-UR-10-04930
11. Well completion summary fact sheets for R-27i, LA-UR-09-07479
12. Fact sheets R-30, LA-UR-10-02148
13. Submittal of Well Completion Summary Fact Sheets for Regional Well R-35a, EP2007-0456
16. R-37 well construction diagram and well summary data sheets, LA-UR-09-04238
17. R-39 well construction diagram and well summary data sheet, LA-UR-08-07890
18. R-40 well construction diagram and well summary data sheet, LA-UR-09-00524
19. R-41 well construction diagram and well summary fact sheets, LA-UR-09-02346
21. R-43 well construction diagram and well summary data sheets, LA-UR-08-07370
22. R-44 well construction diagram and well summary data sheet, LA-UR-09-00475
23. R-45 well construction diagram and well summary data sheet, LA-UR-09-01015
24. ENCLOSURE: FACT SHEETS FOR WELL R-47, ERID-262533
25. Fact sheets for R47i, LA-UR-09-08057
26. Wells summary data sheets R-48 borehole stratigraphy and R-48 as-built well construction diagram, LA-UR-09-06795
27. R-49 well construction damage and well summary data sheets, LA-UR-09-03839
28. R-50 fact sheets, LA-UR-10-01425
29. R-51 fact sheet, LA-UR-10-00997
30. Fact sheets for R-52, LA-UR-10-02787
31. Fact sheets R-53, LA-UR-10-02149
32. R-54 fact sheets, LA-UR-10-00993
33. Fact sheets for R-55, LA-UR-10-06160
34. Fact sheets for R-55i, LA-UR-11-00938
35. Fact sheet for R-56, LA-UR-10-05236
36. Fact sheets for R-57, LA-UR-10-04359
37. Fact sheets R-60, LA-UR-10-07587
38. Fact sheets for R-61, LA-UR-11-02969
39. SUBMITTAL OF THE FACT SHEETS FOR REGIONAL WELL R-62, ERID-207440
40. Fact Sheets for R-63, LA-UR-11-10215
41. Fact Sheets for R-63i, ESHID-600075
42. FACT SHEET - R-64 AS-BUILT WELL CONSTRUCTION, ERID-204895
43. FACT SHEETS REVISED: R-66 WELL SUMMARY DATA SHEET BOREHOLE STRATIGRAPHY AND R-66 WELL CONSTRUCTION DIAGRAM (AS BUILT), LA-UR-12-21045
44. Submittal of the Well Completion Summary Fact Sheets for SCI-2, EP2008-0514
45. FACT SHEETS FOR SCI-3 WELL SUMMARY DATA SHEET BOREHOLE STRATIGRAPHY AND SCI-3 BACKFILL DIAGRAM (AS BUILT), ERID-207443
46. Submittal of the Fact Sheets for SIMR-2, ESHID-600904
47. Fact sheet TW-29, LA-UR-10-01749
48. Fact sheet TW-2Ar, LA-UR-10-01751

The following well location map together with the fact sheets for each of the wells, coreholes, and test wells should be sufficient to provide the hydrogeologic cross-section of LANL to allow providing fixed unit rates for drilling each type of wells or hole. Note that the wells CrEX-1 and coreholes CrCH-1 through CrCH-5 are not reflected on the map. These are not monitoring wells and therefore, would not be included.